where A2Afc = AAfc -AAfc+j. We have q C bv [1, vol. 2, p. 202]. It is also well known that q c (Z,1 -> L1) [1, vol. 2, p. 203] but bv (t (L1 -^ L1) [1, vol. 1, p. 239].
SOME NEW MULTIPLIERS OF FOURIER SERIES
It was shown in [2, §5] that the inclusion q c (L1 -► L1) is essentially a consequence of the Cesàro summability of Fourier series in L1. Here we take advantage of the strong summability of Fourier series [6, vol. 2, p . 182] in order to significantly improve this multiplier result by finding an increasing family of sequence spaces between q and bv which are (L1 -* L1) multipliers. These spaces are denoted by dvp (1 < p < oo). Since (L1 -»!') = M, this result gives sufficient conditions for a series to be the Fourier series of a measure.
The space dvx is defined as follows. We write max2n -max2n<fc<2n+i. The bv norm is ||A||6" = Y^'kLo |AAfc| + supn |A"|. If, in each dyadic block 2™ < k < 2n+1, we replace each |AAfc| by its maximum max2r> |AAfc| in that dyadic block, we obtain the dv\ norm. Since there are 2n terms in the nth dyadic block we have oo ll^lldvi = Y] 2" max2r. |AAfc| +sup|A"|. We have 2 1/p|| • ||sp < || • ||dp < 31/P\\ ■ \\3p and hence || • ||dp is also equivalent to || • Hoc, on C for each 1 < p < oo.
To show that dvp C (L1 -► L1) for all 1 < p < oo we start with p = 1 and prove in Theorem 3 that dvi ■ C = C, where • denotes the coordinatewise product. Then, using the same pattern, we prove the more general theorem dvp ■ C = C for 1 < p < oo. N. Tanovic-Miller has pointed out to me that Fomin showed in [4] that for 1 < p < oo, every null sequence in dvp is in L1. This can be derived from Theorem 5 and vice versa. Fomin's proof uses a theorem of Telyakovskii on the integrability of trigonometric series which in turn uses an integrability condition of Boas. The proof of Theorem 5 is quite direct using the strong summability of Fourier series.
